Introduction
Prostate specific antigen (PSA) concentration in serum, is presently the most effective biochemical disease marker for the diagnosis and monitoring of prostate cancer. However, PSA has been proved insufficient especially for the early detection of this malignancy. Thus, several concepts have been proposed attempting to optimize the clinical use of PSA measurements [6] . The introduction of free PSA and the ratio of free-to-total (F/T) PSA improved the diagnostic potential of PSA measurements, in selected men with elevated total serum PSA levels [19] , due to the fact that F/T PSA is decreased in prostate cancer and increased in benign prostate hyperplasia (BHP) [18] . A low percentage of free PSA (below 10%) is a powerful predictor of prostate cancer in patients with an elevated total PSA (above 4 ng/ml) even after two negative prostate sextant biopsies [15] . On the other hand, F/T PSA does not improve significantly the specificity for the detection of prostate cancer in screening trials [2] ; thus the combination of total PSA and digital rectal examination (DRE) remains the standard procedure for this purpose [13, 16, 18] .
It has been reported that high levels of insulin-like growth factor one (IGF-1) in human serum can predict the risk of prostate cancer in man [14, 22] . In contrast to these observations other researchers concluded that serum IGF-1 concentration is not a useful marker of prostate cancer [5, 7, 12] . However when the IGF-1/PSA ratio was considered an improved performance for the detection of prostate cancer was reported [7] .
In an attempt to further study if IGF-1 concentration in serum can be useful for differentiating prostate cancer from BPH, IGF-1 concentration was measured in the serum of patients with prostate cancer diagnosed by sextant biopsy and in patients with BPH along with PSA and free PSA concentrations.
Patients and methods
One hundred and seventy one consecutive patients that were examined in our urology clinic between the years 1995 and 1997 were included in the study. The patients selected had no history of prior urological examination and they were complaining of symptoms that suggested prostatic disease. Blood sample was drawn before any prostatic examination. Serum was aliquoted and kept in −70
• C for PSA, free PSA and IGF-1 estimations. The patients were then examined by DRE. Patients where prostatitis was suspected, were excluded from further examination. Follow up of these patients, revealed a decline in PSA and regression of symptoms, confirming thus the diagnosis of prostatitis.
In cases where DRE raised suspicion of malignancy, a digital palpation guided transrectal biopsy followed. An automatic biopsy system using a 18 gauge needle was employed (Monopty Biopsy Instrument, Bard, Urological division).
In cases where DRE was negative a transrectal ultrasound study (TRUS) was performed using a ATC 9 Ultra-mark system equipped with a 5.0 MHz head. In cases where malignancy was suggested a TRUS guided transrectal biopsy followed.
In cases where TRUS was negative a sextant prostatic biopsy using the automatic biopsy system followed (Bard Urological, Corington, GA).
In the cases where no cancer was detected the patients were reexamined 3 years after initial examination and had no signs of cancer as indicated by PSA and DRE examination. These patients were BPH. Of course in situ carcinoma can not be excluded.
The concentration of PSA in serum was measured using a commercial immunoradiometric assay (PSA-IRMACT, Cis Biointernational, Gif Sur Yvette Cedex, France). The assay uses the coated tube technique with two monoclonal antibodies that recognize specific epitopes on free PSA and on the PSA-a1 antichymothrypsin complex (PSA-ACT) but not the PSA-a2 microglobulin complex (PSA-a2M). The intra assay variation for normal levels was ±2.5% and the between assay variation was ± 4.8%. The sensitivity limit of the assay was 0.04 ng/ml.
Free PSA serum concentration was estimated using a commercial immunoradiometric assay (PSA-IRMACT, Cis Biointernational, Gif SurYvette Cedex, France). The assay uses the coated tube technique with two monoclonal antibodies that recognize specific epitopes on free PSA with less than 1% crossreactivity for PSA-ACT. The intra assay variation for normal levels was ± 1.9% and the interassay variation was ± 4.2%. The sensitivity limit of the assay was 0.02 ng/ml.
IGF-1 has been estimated by a non extraction commercial immunoradiometric assay (Biocode Sclessin, Belgium). The assay uses the coated tube technique with two monoclonal antibodies that recognize specific epitopes on IGF-1 with less than 1% crossreactivity for insulin, growth hormone or IGF-II. The intra assay variation for normal levels was ± 4.1% and the interassay variation was ± 4.3%. The sensitivity limit of the assay was 2 ng/ml.
For statistical evaluation of the data the statistical package SPSS for Windows (V.8) was used. The clinical sensitivity and specificity of the tests has been calculated using the results of the biopsy as a "golden standard" [9] . Clinical sensitivity and specificity data for various reference limits have been presented on receivers operating curves (ROC).
Results
Among the 171 patients, 24 were found to have prostatitis and were excluded from the study. Thirty four patients had prostate cancer indicated by biopsy and 113 patients had BPH with no signs of prostate cancer on 3 year follow up. The age of the patients with cancer (67 ± 9) did not differ significantly from the age of patients with BPH (69 ± 7.4 P = 0.363).
Among the patients finally selected, the concentration of IGF-1 did not significantly differ between patients with cancer and patients with BPH; although a significant difference was found in the levels of PSA as well as free PSA between these two groups ( Table 1) .
Free/Total PSA ratio as well as PSA/IGF-1 ratio differed significantly between patients with cancer and patients with BPH (Table 1) . In Tables 2 and 3 , statistical correlation between the measured values is presented.
In patients with cancer, IGF-1 concentration did correlate with PSA and free PSA levels in serum (Table 2) . On the other hand, no correlation between PSA or free PSA and IGF-1 was established for the patients with BPH ( Table 3) . The values of PSA and free PSA did correlate with each other for both groups. Free/Total PSA values correlated well with PSA/IGF-1 values for patients with cancer and, at a less significant level, for patients with BPH.
Finally, Receivers Operating Curve (ROC) analysis indicated that PSA/IGF-1 ratio offers a better sensitivity to specificity ratio than PSA or F/T PSA ratio (Fig. 1). 
Discussion
The diagnostic potential of PSA measurements is limited mainly due to the increase in PSA concentra- tions in benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) that is frequent in elderly people. The measurement of free PSA in serum improves the specificity of prostate cancer screening in selected men with elevated total serum PSA levels [19] . The F/T PSA ratio can also be used for the earlier prediction of a subsequent diagnosis of prostate cancer [17] . Increased IGF-1 concentration in serum is also related to increased risk of prostate cancer [14, 22] . On the contrary, other researchers concluded that serum IGF-1 concentration is not a useful marker of prostate cancer [5, 7, 12] . However, when the IGF-1/PSA ratio was considered an improved performance for the detection of prostate cancer was reported [7] . In the present study the serum concentration of PSA, free PSA, IGF-1 as well as the ratios F/T PSA and PSA/IGF-1 were compared between patients with cancer, diagnosed for the first time and confirmed by biopsy and patients with BPH and no signs of cancer.
In agreement with other researchers [5, 7, 12] , IGF-1 serum concentration, although slightly increased in patients with cancer, did not differentiate the two groups. However a significant difference in the PSA/IGF-1 ratio between the two groups was found. This result is in agreement with previous observations [7] and enhances the possibilities of clinical use of this ratio to differentiate BPH from prostate cancer. Furthermore, as the data of the present study indicate, the PSA/IGF-1 ratio offers additional clinical value to total PSA measurement with a clinical sensitivity to specificity relationship (ROC curve) better than the corresponding F/T PSA curve.
IGF-1 is an active mediator of growth hormone (GH) involved in normal prostate development and growth [20] . Chronic excess of growth hormone (GH) and IGF-1 cause prostate overgrowth but not prostate cancer [4] . On the other hand several studies suggest that insulin like growth factors play an important role in the development and progression of cancer [23] . IGF-1 mRNA levels and IGF-1 concentration in serum are increased during prostate cancer progression in mice [11] . However it has been reported that IGF-1 serum concentrations are mainly related to prostate growth, being a marker for BPH and not for prostate cancer [5, 7, 12] . In contrast, other researchers conclude that there is no relationship between IGF-1 serum concentration and BPH [14] .
A significant statistical correlation between free and total PSA has been observed in the present study. This correlation was expected since the equilibrium between free and bound molecule is a function of the concentration of the molecule and the binding proteins [8] . On the other hand the concentration of IGF-1 correlated with PSA and free PSA concentration only in patients with cancer but not in patients with BPH. The correlation between these two molecules in prostate cancer may reflect tumor growth and development [11] . On the other hand it seems that in BPH these two indices are not related to each other.
The main source of PSA is prostate, thus PSA in serum is increased in any prostate pathology [1] . IGF-1 is a major growth regulating molecule normally produced by liver as well as by other cell types, such as normal prostate cells under the influence of growth hormone [10] ; however the molecule is overproduced by cancer cells [21] . IGF-1 is normally found in the seminal fluid together with PSA [3] . A slight increase in IGF-1 due to overproduction by prostate cancer cells or increased permeability from the seminal fluid may not significantly influence the total blood pool of IGF-1. Thus, as the data of the present study suggest, IGF-1 concentration in serum may be indicative for prostate cancer only if related to a prostate specific molecule such as PSA and cannot be used as an independent prostate cancer index.
